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SUMMARY
A number of widely used programming languages use lexically included ﬁles as a way to share and
encapsulate declarations, deﬁnitions, code, and data. As the code evolves ﬁles included in a compilation
unit are often no longer required, yet locating and removing them is a haphazard operation, which is
therefore neglected. The difﬁculty of reasoning about included ﬁles stems primarily from the fact that the
deﬁnition and use of macros complicates the notions of scope and of identiﬁer boundaries. By deﬁning four
successively reﬁnedidentiﬁerequivalenceclasseswecan accuratelyderive dependenciesbetweenidentiﬁers.
A mapping of those dependencies on a relationship graph between included ﬁles can then be used to
determine included ﬁles that are not required in a given compilation unit and can be safely removed. We
validate our approach through a number of experiments on numerous large production-systems.
KEY WORDS: C, C++, header ﬁles, include directive, preprocessor
1. Introduction
A notable and widely used [1] feature of the C, C++, and Cyclone [2] programming languages
is a textual preprocessing step performed before the actual compilation. This step performs macro
substitutions replacing, at a purely lexical level, token sequences with other token sequences,
conditional compilation, comment removal, and ﬁle inclusion [3, §3.8]. As program code evolves,
elements of it may no longer be used and should normally be pruned away through a refactoring
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[4, 5, 6] operation. Detecting unused functions and variables is a relatively easy operation: the scope
where the given element appears is examined to locate references to it. Many compilers will issue
warnings for unused elements appearing in a given ﬁle or block scope; detecting unused elements in
identiﬁers with external linkage is a simple matter of processing deﬁnition and reference pairs of the
ﬁles to be linked.
A more difﬁcult and also important task is the detection of header ﬁles that are needlessly included
in a compilation unit. The task is difﬁcult, because macros complicate the notion of scope and the
notion of an identiﬁer [7, 8, 9]. For one, preprocessor macros and ﬁle inclusion can extend the
scope of C-proper identiﬁers. This is for example the case when a single textual macro using a ﬁeld
name that is incidentally identical between two structures that are not otherwise related is applied
on variables of those structures. This implementation pattern is often used to implement via the C
preprocessor structural subtyping (in C++ this is achieved using the template mechanism). In addition,
new identiﬁers can be formed at compile time via the preprocessor’s concatenation operator. It is
therefore difﬁcult to determine if identiﬁers appearing in an included ﬁle are used within the main
body of a compilation unit or other subsequently included ﬁles.
In the remainder of this section we will discuss why removing unneeded headers is important and
also the context of our work. Subsequent sections describe the approach we propose for dealing with
the problem (Section 2), its validation (Section 3), and possible extensions (Section 4).
1.1. Motivation
The detection and removal of needlessly included ﬁles is important, for a number of reasons.
Namespace Pollution An included header ﬁle is a larger and more unstructured element than a single
function or variable. The included ﬁle can contain code, data, macro deﬁnitions, and other
recursively included ﬁles. All these pollute the identiﬁer namespace, and can therefore affect
the compilation of subsequent code, sometimes resulting in subtle and difﬁcult to locate compile
or even run–time errors. Table I documents the breakdownof the various identiﬁers occurring in
headerﬁles forsix largesoftware code bases.‡ Note that the namespace pollutionmanifests itself
bothwhena headerﬁle’s identiﬁersappearin differentroles in subsequentlyprocessedcode,and
when code previously processed (typically through the inclusion of another header ﬁle) contains
identiﬁers that clash with those deﬁned in a subsequently included header ﬁle. Due to the global
visibility of preprocessor elements, a macro can interfere even with identiﬁers whose scope is a
single function block or an individual structure.
Spurious Dependencies The compilation of C code is typically performed by a tool like make
[10] that (re)builds object ﬁles based on their dependencies. Makeﬁles often contain an
(automatically constructed) section identifying the header dependencies for every compilation
unit. Consequently, if a ﬁle includes headers that it does not require, it will get compiled more
often, thus increasing the build effort.
‡Details of each system appear in Section 3.
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Table I. Header ﬁle characteristics.
Metric FreeBSD Linux Solaris WRK PostgreSQL GDB
LOC (thousands) 3,867 3,431 2,951 829 578 362
Header ﬁles 5,206 2,506 1,840 228 321 419
Include directives 38,278 45,564 28,788 642 1,196 3,367
... of which unneeded 2,101 865 861 26 17 78
... in f.p. ﬁles (Sec. 3.2) 759 339 366 8 12 38
Average number per header ﬁle:
Lines 353 242 287 1,009 202 208
Identiﬁers 47.8 111.1 122.7 301.7 83.2 85.4
Of which:
Local to header ﬁle 23.3 43.7 56.9 218.5 64.8 61.1
Macros 20.6 41.5 43.0 75.7 19.4 21.2
Typedefs 1.2 2.2 4.9 23.8 3.3 1.8
Structure or union tags 1.5 3.2 4.4 9.8 2.0 1.7
Structure or union ﬁelds 11.6 28.1 33.7 62.8 12.2 10.2
Enumeration constants 1.2 4.4 1.3 10.0 2.2 5.6
File-scoped objects 2.9 10.8 6.4 33.9 5.5 7.5
Global-scoped objects 3.0 7.4 14.4 32.9 20.7 20.2
Compilation Time Removing included header ﬁles reduces the code that the compiler must process,
and should therefore reduce a project’s compilation time. Although in our test cases we have
found this effect to be negligible (a decrease of compilation time below 5%), there may be
projects where these savings are signiﬁcant.
1.2. Work Context
To the best of our knowledge this paper contains the ﬁrst description of an efﬁcient generic algorithm
for optimizing include ﬁle directives. Similar functionality seems to be provided by Klockwork,§ a
commercial tool, which according to its vendor “provides architectural analysis to identify violations
such as the number of times a header ﬁle can be included.” The theory behind the operation of
Klockwork isn’t publicly known. However,its published interface shows that Klockwork will identify:
extra includes (the ﬁles also identiﬁed by our approach), missing includes with a context dependency,
missing includes with a transitive dependency,and ﬁles that are not self-compilable.
§http://www.klocwork.com/products/k7_architecture.asp
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In addition, the FreeBSD operating system distribution includes a shell script, named
kerninclude.sh,¶ which detects in the FreeBSD kernel source tree include statements that are not
required. While the script is project and compiler–speciﬁc its approach could be applied to other
systems. The script employs a clever brute force algorithm. It works by ﬁrst locating the include
directives in each source ﬁle. It then compiles a pristine copy of the source ﬁle, as well as modiﬁed
versions where a single include directive is temporarily removed. Finally, it veriﬁes that the ﬁle can be
permanently removed through a number of steps.
• It tries to see that the ﬁle can be compiled,
• if it can, it compares the resultant object ﬁle with that of the pristine version,
• it checks that the removed header is not also included through a directive nested in another ﬁle,
• it veriﬁes that no additional compiler warnings were issued, and
• it ensures that the included ﬁle is not in a conditional compilation block.
An advantage of this approach is that, for the conﬁgurations tested, the correctness of the obtained
results is self-evident. At the time of writing the kerninclude tool had not been for six years, and
it was therefore not possible to run it and obtain empirical results of its performance. However, the
computationalcost of this approachis intrinsically high, because the number of times it processes each
ﬁle is equal to the number of include directives in it, multiplied by the number of different software
conﬁgurations. As we shall see in Section 2.3, the corresponding cost of our approach depends only
on the number of conﬁgurations. Also, this method will silently fail in cases where timestamps are
embedded in object ﬁles (for instance through the used of the TIME predeﬁned macro). Finally,
the approach depends on the existence of a complete cross-compilation tool chain for processing non-
native software conﬁgurations.
Other related work in our area, does not cover the problem we are addressing, but advances the state
of the art in the building blocks we use for putting together the proposed solution. Speciﬁcally, such
work covers the analysis of C code containing preprocessor directives, the removal of dead code, and
the handling of multiple conﬁgurations implemented through conditional compilation directives.
On the preprocessoranalysis front the main approachinvolves creating a two-way mapping between
preprocessor tokens and C-proper identiﬁers. This was ﬁrst suggested by Livadas and Small [11], and
subsequently used as a way to refactor C code [9, 12]. A recent paper has proposeda GXL [13] schema
forrepresentingeithera static or a dynamicview ofpreprocessordirectives[14].Our approachis based
on our earlier work [9], which, compared to the method described in reference [12], has the advantage
of handling tokens generated at compile time through C’s token concatenation operator.
Our system removes dead code from compilation units. Related approaches include graph-based
analysis ofprogramelements [15], and thepartial evaluationof conditionalcompilationblocksin order
to remove unwanted legacy conﬁgurations [16]. The approach described in reference [15] processes
ﬁle elements in a ﬁner granularity refactoring their elements to minimize unrelated dependencies and
thereby speed up the build process. This type of refactoring is more aggressive than what we propose.
As a result it can obtain a measurable efﬁciency improvement on the build process, but at the cost of
moreinvasivechangestothecode.TheworkbyBaxterandMehlich[16]addressesadifferentproblem:
¶http://www.freebsd.org/cgi/cvsweb.cgi/src/tools/tools/kerninclude/
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that of dead legacy code residing in conditionally compiled blocks. Through the partial evaluation of
preprocessor conditionals such blocks can be identiﬁed and removed. Their work complements ours,
because it allows additional code elements to be removed. A key difference is that their approach
requires the manual identiﬁcation and speciﬁcation of macros deﬁning unwanted conﬁgurations.
The handling of multiple conﬁgurations implemented through preprocessor directives has also been
studied in other contexts, such as the type checking of conditionally compiled code [17] and the use
of symbolic execution to determine the conditions associated with particular lines of code [18]. Again,
these papers solve different problems, but indicate the high level of research interest in the area of the
interactions between the preprocessor and the language proper.
2. Approach Description
Our strategy for locating ﬁles that need not be included in a given compilation unit involves three
distinct tactics.
1. The establishment and use of a theory for determining when two identiﬁers are semantically
related in the face of the scope distortion introduced by the preprocessor.
2. The processing of individual compilation units (possibly multiple times to take into account
conditional compilation) marking deﬁnition-reference relationships between ﬁles according to
the established identiﬁer relationship rules.
3. Thepostprocessingoftheabovedatatodividetheincludedﬁlesintothoserequiredforcompiling
a given unit and those not required.
In this section we describe the application of these tactics in ISO C programs; a similar strategy can be
applied to C++ code.
2.1. Identiﬁer Scope in the Presence of the Preprocessor
In order to establish dependency relationships between included ﬁles, we need to determine when
two identiﬁers are related. When these participate in a deﬁnition-referencerelationship that spans a ﬁle
boundary,this indicatesthattheﬁle wheretheidentiﬁeris deﬁnedneedstobeincludedbytheﬁlewhere
the identiﬁer is referenced. Identiﬁer equivalence in the presence of preprocessing involves tracking
four types of identiﬁer relationships: semantic, lexical, partial lexical, and preprocessor equivalence.
The most straightforward type of identiﬁer equivalence is semantic equivalence. We deﬁne two
identiﬁers to be semantically equivalent if these have the same name and statically refer to the same
entity following the language’s scoping and namespace rules. In the example below the two instances
of errno are semantically equivalent.
extern int errno;
...
printf (”\%s”, strerror (errno ));
Furthermore, by taking into account the scope and semantics of preprocessing commands we can
establish that two tokens are lexically equivalent: changing one of them would require changing the
otherfortheprogramto remaincorrect.Inthefollowingexamplethe threeinstancesofthe lenstructure
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memberarelexicallyequivalent.Ifthestructureandmacrodeﬁnitionsoccurredinthreeseparateheader
ﬁles, all three would have to be included for the assignment to compile.
struct Wall { int len; };
struct Window { int len; };
#deﬁne length(x) (x)−>len
...
struct Wall ∗wall ptr ;
struct Window ∗window ptr;
int d = length( wall ptr ) − length(window ptr)
Moreover, when new identiﬁers are created at compile time, through the preprocessor’s token
concatenation feature, partial lexical equivalence is used to describe how parts of an identiﬁer can
be equivalent to (parts of) another identiﬁer. As an example, in the following code the variable
sysctl reboot for the purposes of determining equivalence consists of two tokens: sysctl (which is
equivalentto thepartalso appearinginthemacrobody)andreboot(whichis equivalenttotheargument
of the sysvar macro invocation).
#deﬁne sysvar(x) volatile int sysctl ## x
sysvar(reboot );
...
if ( sysctl reboot )
Finally, preprocessor equivalence is used to describe token relationships resulting purely from the
semantics of the preprocessing. Thus, in the example below the two instances of PI are equivalent and
indicate a deﬁntion-reference relationship between the ﬁles they occur in.
#deﬁne PI 3.1415927
double area = PI ∗ r ∗ r;
The theoretical underpinning and detailed description of algorithms for establishing the above
equivalence classes can be found in reference [9]. In a summary the core algorithm involves splitting
the original non-preprocessedsource code into tokens, and assigning each one to a unique equivalence
class. The code is then preprocessed with tokens resulting from macro-expansion maintaining
references to the tokens from which they were derived. During preprocessing, when two tokens match
under the rules of preprocessor equivalence we described, the corresponding equivalence classes are
merged into one. The code is then parsed and semantically analyzed. When two identiﬁer tokens
belonging to different equivalence classes are found to be equivalent under the rules of lexical
equivalence (for instance a variable name in an expression matches its deﬁnition) then the two
separate equivalence classes are also merged into one. When one or both identiﬁers consist of multiple
preprocessor-concatenatedtokenstheirequivalenceclasses are ﬁrst clonedto covertokenpartsofequal
length, and then the paired parts are merged. This last case covers partial lexical equivalence. Each
mergingof equivalenceclasses allows us to identifyan instance where an identiﬁer dependson another
and thereby establish dependencies between ﬁles.
Theimplementationofourapproachdependsonthe closecollaborationof astandardC preprocessor
with what amounts to the front-end of a C compiler. For our approach to work on real-life code the
C preprocessor has to handle the many tricky preprocessor uses, such as recursive macro expansion.
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Details regarding the implementation of this part can be found in another article [19]. The idea behind
the algorithm is to expand as many macros as possible, as long as there is no danger of falling into an
inﬁnite recursion trap. The algorithm uses the notion of a hide set associated with each token to decide
whether to expand the token or not. Initially, each token starts with an empty hide set, but during
macro expansion the tokens accrue in their hide sets the macros that were used during the expansion.
The recursive expansion of macros with a hide set obtained through the intersection of the hide sets of
the tokensinvolvedachievesthe greatestamountofmacroreplacementwithoutenteringintoan inﬁnite
loop.
2.2. File Relationships
Having established the ways identiﬁers can depend on each other, our problem is to determine the set
of ﬁles that were needlessly included in a given compilation unit. For this purpose the relationships
between the ﬁles participating in the processing of the compilation unit can be established by creating
and processing:
• a set of unique ﬁle identiﬁers, F, and
• three binary relations from ﬁle identiﬁers to sets of ﬁle identiﬁers.
To avoid complications arising from referring to the same ﬁle through different directory paths or
through ﬁlesystem links the ﬁle identiﬁers should uniquely correspond to each ﬁle irrespective of its
path and name; most operating systems can provide this functionality. For instance, on Unix systems
a unique identiﬁer is the pair (inode, device-number), while Windows systems provide an API for
transforming an arbitrary ﬁle path to a ﬁle path that uniquely identiﬁes the corresponding ﬁle.
The relations we maintain for each compilation unit are the following.
Providers The providers relation Rp maps a compilation unit c ∈ F into the set of ﬁles Rp(c) that
contribute code or data to it.
Includers The includers relation Ri maps every ﬁle f ∈ F participating in the compilation of unit c
onto the set of ﬁles Ri(c,f) that include it directly.
Deﬁners The deﬁners relation Rd maps every ﬁle f ∈ F participating in the compilation of unit c
onto the set of ﬁles Rd(c,f) containing deﬁnitions needed by it.
The right-hand-side of the providers relation Rp for a compilation unit c being processed is easily
established by starting with the empty set, and then adding to it each and every ﬁle f ∈ F that





p(c) = Rp(c) ∪ {f}
We considerdata as a special case, because initialization values are sometimes automatically generated
and read into a compilation unit’s initializer from a separately included ﬁle that only contains data.
Following our deﬁnition for providers, ﬁles that only contain preprocessor directives and declarations
(such as most library header ﬁles) are not providers.
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The includers relation is also easily established by starting with an empty set, and updating it for
everyinstance ofan includedirectivetakingintoaccountthe ﬁle d ∈ F containingtheincludedirective
and the ﬁle i ∈ F being included.
∀f ∈ F : Ri(c,f) = ∅
R0
i(c,i) = Ri(c,i) ∪ {d}
The updating of the deﬁners relation Rd is more complex, and involves taking into account the
equivalenceclasses presentedin the previoussection.Again,the relation’s base-casevalue is the empty
set.
∀f ∈ F : Rd(c,f) = ∅
Each equivalence class can be said to be rooted on a deﬁnition (or declaration) of one of the identiﬁers
that are its members. Subsequently encountered equivalent identiﬁers are references to the original
deﬁnition. Although there are cases where the same identiﬁer can be legally deﬁned in the same scope
multiple times (two representative examples are common variable deﬁnitions and macro redeﬁnitions
with the same body) these can in practice be safely ignored. Thus, whenever an identiﬁer is added in
an equivalence class the equivalence class’s root is added in the deﬁners set for the ﬁle containing the
particular identiﬁer. Identiﬁers are added in equivalence classes each time there is a semantic match
with a previous instance of that identiﬁer. By looking at all instances where identiﬁers appear in the
C grammar and in an operational deﬁnition of the C preprocessor we can derive an exhaustive list of
cases where identiﬁers can reappear, and thus trigger a semantic match. Speciﬁcally, identiﬁers can
reappear as:
• part of a C or a preprocessor expression
• declarations for previously declared objects
• an aggregate member designator
• a typedef name appearing in a declaration speciﬁer
• a tag, part of an aggregate name, aggregate key or enumeration name
• a tag, part of a C99 [20] initializer designator
• variable declarations in old-style [21] function formal arguments
• an identiﬁer replaced by a macro
• a formal macro argument appearing in a macro body
• a redeﬁned macro
• an argument to an undef preprocessor command
• labels or targets of goto statements
In each of the above cases, when an identiﬁer is added in a non-emptyequivalenceclass, the ﬁle r ∈ F
where the class’s root appears and the ﬁle f ∈ F containing the identiﬁer are appropriately added in
the corresponding deﬁners relation.
R0
d(c,f) = Rd(c,f) ∪ {r}
Note that ﬁles containing only data or isolated code statements are members of the providers relation
Rp and do not participate in a deﬁners relation Rd.
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2.3. Reasoning About Included File Dependencies
The last step for determining the included ﬁles that are really required by a given compilation unit
involves calculating the union of the transitive closure of the providers relation Rp with the transitive
closure of the deﬁners and includers relations Rd and Ri. For this we deﬁne a new relation
Rdi(c,f) = Rd(c,f) ∪ Ri(c,f) (1)
and then calculate the set of ﬁles I0(c) that a compilation unit compiled from c must include as




What the above formulation expresses is that a ﬁle i ∈ F is required, that is i ∈ I0(c), if it
• contains a deﬁnition for an identiﬁer;
• includes another ﬁle that is required; or
• provides code or data to the compilation unit c.
Files processed during the compilation, that are not marked as required, and are directly included by
the compilation unit can have their corresponding include directives safely removed.
Ourmathematicalformulationcan be expressedin codebymeans ofthe recursivelydeﬁnedfunction
mark required. This function takes as its single argument an identiﬁer for a ﬁle being required for
processing a given compilation unit. Associated with each ﬁle is a ﬂag identifying whether this ﬁle is
marked as “required”. This is used for determining the set of required ﬁles and for avoiding endless






for (i in Rd(c,f))
mark required(c, i);
for (i in Ri(c,f))
mark required(c, i);
}
The recursive algorithm is invoked through the function required with the ﬁle identiﬁer of each




for (i in Rp(c))
mark required(c, i);
}
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Listing 1. Example code.
/∗ sys/types.h ∗/
typedef unsigned long ino t ;
/∗ sys/ stat .h ∗/
struct stat {
short st dev; /∗ inode’s device ∗/
ino t st ino ; /∗ inode’s number ∗/
};
/∗ stdlib .h ∗/
void exit (int );
/∗ string .h ∗/











main(int argc, char ∗argv[])
{
struct stat buff;
exit (!( argc == 2 && stat(argv[1], &buff) == 0));
}
The algorithm’s implementation demonstrates that, after parsing and semantic analysis, the set I0(c)
for a compilation unit c can be calculated in no more than |I0(c)| + |Rp(c)| operations.
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2.4. Example
Consider the code example shown in Listing 1. Processing main.c as a compilation unit c will
establish the following relations.
Rp(c) = {copyright.h} (3)
Ri(c,sys/types.h) = {main.c} (4)
Ri(c,sys/stat.h) = {main.c} (5)
Ri(c,stdlib.h) = {main.c} (6)
Ri(c,string.h) = {main.c} (7)
Ri(c,cdefs.h) = {main.c} (8)
Ri(c,copyright.h) = {cdefs.h} (9)
Rd(c,sys/stat.h) = {sys/types.h} (10)
Rd(c,main.c) = {sys/stat.h,stdlib.h} (11)
Most of the above relations are trivially established. Equation 10 holds, because the type deﬁnition
ino t is deﬁned in sys/types.h and referred by sys/stab.h. Similarly, equation 11
holds, because the stat structure tag and the exit function referred by main.c are deﬁned
correspondinglyin sys/stat.h and stdlib.h.
Let us now apply the algorithm we described in Section 2.3. In our particular example ∀x :
Rdi(c,x) = Rd(c,x)∨Rdi(c,x) = Ri(c,x), so we do not needto elaborateequation1. By calculating
depth-ﬁrst the transitive closure Rdi(c,main.c)+ through equations 11, 5, 10, and 6 we obtain the left-
hand side term of the union in equation 2.
Rdi(c,main.c)+ = {sys/stat.h,stdlib.h,main.c,sys/types.h} (12)
The corresponding right-hand side is established through equations 3 and 9 as
[
∀p∈Rp(c)
Rdi(c,p)+ = {cdefs.h} (13)
and therefore through equations 2, 12, and 13 we obtain
I0(c)+ = {sys/stat.h,stdlib.h,main.c,sys/types.h,cdefs.h}
Consequently, the directive including ﬁle string.h is not required, and can be safely removed.
Furthermore, the result can be justiﬁed intuitively as follows:
• sys/stat.h is required for the stat tag used in main.c
• stdlib.h is required to deﬁne the exit function used in main.c
• sys/types.h is required to deﬁne the ino t type deﬁnition, which is required by
sys/stat.h, which is required by main.c
• cdefs.h is required, because it includes copyright.h, which provides data to the
compilation unit
• string.h is not required, because strcpy isn’t used anywhere
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2.5. Conditional Compilation
A complicationarises when conditionalcompilationis used as a methodfor conﬁgurationcontrol[22].
In such a case differently conﬁgured compilations of the same unit can result in different include ﬁle
requirements. As an example, processing a source ﬁle with the macro unix deﬁned might result in
ﬁnding that the included header ﬁle windows.h is not required,but processing the same source ﬁle with
WIN32 deﬁned might result in ﬁnding that the header ﬁle unistd.h is not required. This problem can
be obviated by repeatedly processing the same compilation unit under many possible conﬁgurations.
This is possible, because the equivalence classes we outlined in Section 2.1 apply to lexical tokens and
can therefore be maintained across multiple passes on the same compilation unit. Similarly, we also
maintain across the different runs the relations Rp, Ri, and Rd that we described in Section 2.2. After
processingall conﬁgurations,the algorithmforﬁndingthe includedﬁles that are not requiredis applied
on the cumulative contents of these relations.
From a practical perspective the problem of this method lies in determining the set of macro
deﬁnitions that will cover the processing of a large percentage of the code base (ideally all code lines).
The problemis often simpliﬁed because many projects providea build conﬁgurationthat accomplishes
this task for the beneﬁt of other static veriﬁcation tools. In some cases a macro named LINT—after
the tool of the same name [23]—is used for this purpose. Nevertheless, there can be conﬁgurations
that are mutually incompatible; for instance those covering hardware architectures with different
characteristics, or alternative implementations of the same functionality. In such cases our approach
involves processing the ﬁles multiple times, each time with the macros controlling the conﬁguration
set to a different value. Such a setup increases the amount of code coverage with each conﬁguration
added at the expense of additional processing time and space. We demonstrate this increase in code
coverage in Section 3.3.
In order to assist developers locating and specifying the appropriate conﬁgurations we can maintain
for each ﬁle the number of lines that were skipped in all conﬁgurations by conditional compilation
directives. With appropriate tool support, developers can issue a query to see which ﬁles contain the
largest number of unprocessed lines, and then view a listing of each ﬁle with markings indicating the
lines that were not processed. This allows developers to focus on low hanging fruit, adding macro
deﬁnitions or conﬁgurations that will increase the code coverageand thereby the ﬁdelity of the include
ﬁle optimization process.
2.6. Error Reporting
Reporting unused included ﬁles by reference to a speciﬁc ﬁle and line number (as is typically done
in compiler warning messages) can be implemented by maintaining another relation associated with
each ﬁle containing, for every ﬁle it includes, the line numbers of the directives that include it (a ﬁle
can be included more than one time). However, when dealing with multiple processing passes over
the same ﬁle (the method we use to deal with conditional compilation and other conﬁguration control
techniques)thesameincludedirectivecanincludedifferentﬁles. Inpractice,thiscanoccureitherextra-
linguistically when each pass is performed with a different include ﬁle path, or through preprocessor
facilities—by deﬁning different macro values for each conﬁguration and using the corresponding
macro as an argument for an include directive. The following example illustrates the latter case.
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#if deﬁned( alpha )
#deﬁne FILE ”alpha.h”




An additional relation can be used to overcome this complication. Every include directive is
associated with an include site. An include site identiﬁes (by means of the ﬁle and the line number the
correspondingdirective appears) the position of an include directive that could be a target for removal.
Each include site is associated with: the set of ﬁles included by its directive, and a boolean value
indicating whether at least one of the included ﬁles was required by the compilation unit including it.
A mapping from a compilation unit’s line numbers to the correspondinginclude sites can then be used
to update and locate the include sites that do not include even one used header. These located include
sites are then reported as containing unused included ﬁles that can be safely removed.
3. Application
We integrated the algorithm described in the previous sections into the CScout source code analyzer
and refactoring browser [9]. CScout can process workspaces of multiple projects (we deﬁne a project
as a collection of C source ﬁles that are linked together) mapping the complexity introduced by the C
preprocessor back into the original C source code ﬁles. CScout takes advantage of modern hardware
advances (fast processors and large memory capacities) to analyze C source code beyond the level of
detail and accuracyprovidedby currentcompilersand linkers.The analysis CScout performstakes into
account the identiﬁer scopes introduced by the C preprocessor and the C language proper scopes and
namespaces.
3.1. Case Studies
Over the last few years we have performed a number of experiments and case studies to establish the
magnitude of the needlessly included ﬁles problem and our approach’s efﬁcacy in addressing it.
The largest case study took place in 2007, where we tested our approach on 32 medium and large–
sized open-source projects. These were: the Apache httpd 1.3.27, Lucent’s awk as of Mar 14th, 2003,
bash 3.1, CVS 1.11.22, Emacs 22.1, the kernel of FreeBSD HEAD branch as of September 9th, 2006
LINT conﬁguration processed for the i386, AMD64, and SPARC64 architectures, gdb 6.7, Ghostscript
7.05, gnuplot 4.2.2, AT&T GraphViz 2.16, the default conﬁguration of the Linux kernel 2.6.18.8-0.5
processed for the x86-64 (AMD64) architecture, the kernel of OpenSolaris as of August 8th, 2007
conﬁgured for the Sun4v Sun4u and SPARC architectures, the Microsoft Windows Research Kernel
1.2 processed for the i386 and AMD64 architectures, Perl 5.8.8, PostgreSQL 8.2.5, Xen 3.1.0, and the
versions of the programs bind, ed, lex, mail, make, ntpd, nvi, pax, pppd, routed, sendmail, tcpdump,
tcsh, window, xlint, and zsh distributed with FreeBSD 6.2. The FreeBSD programs were processed
under FreeBSD 6.2 running on an i386 processor architecture, while the rest, where not speciﬁed, were
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Figure 1. Unneeded include directives in projects of various sizes.
conﬁgured under openSUSE Linux 10.2 running on an AMD64 processor architecture. For expediency,
we selected the projects by looking for representative, widely-used, large-scale systems that were
written in C and could be compiled standalone. The processed source code size was 14.2 million
lines of code.
A summary of the results appears in Figure 1. As we can see, unneeded header ﬁles are rarely a
problemforprojects smaller than 20 KLOC, but become a signiﬁcant one as the project’s size increases.
(The chart’s abscissa also includes a notional value of zero where projects without include directive
problems are indicated.)
For the two largest systems, Linux and FreeBSD, we also veriﬁed that code resulting from removing
the identiﬁed unneeded include directives could actually compile. We wrote a small script to remove
those directives, and compiled the resulting source code without a problem. The compilation time of
the corrected source code was not signiﬁcantly reduced.
For the Linux case we also veriﬁed that the linked kernel generated after removing the extraneous
header ﬁles was the same as the original one. The two generated kernel images, had the same size
(9.6 MiB), but their contents were not identical. The reason was differences in timestamps embedded
in object ﬁles. A subsequent comparison of the disassembled image ﬁles uncovered only a variation
in a single assembly language instruction. This was traced to a one byte difference in the size of two
compressedobjectﬁles that were embeddedin the kernel.Again,the source codeof the two object ﬁles
was identical; their difference stemmed from ﬁle timestamps located in an embedded cpio archive.
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Moreover, for the FreeBSD case we looked at the possibility of integrating the changed source code
in the system’s production version. Speciﬁcally, in 2003, we applied CScout to the source code of
the FreeBSD operating system kernel (version 5.1), in ﬁve separate architecture-speciﬁc conﬁgurations
(i386, IA64, AMD64, Alpha,and SPARC64); the conﬁgurationsof the ﬁve architectureswere processed
in a single run. In total we processed 4,310 ﬁles (2 MLOC) containing about 35,000 include directives.
In the that set 2,781directives were foundas includingﬁles that were not beingrequired.Fromthe ﬁles
that were found as needlessly included, 741 ﬁles included from 386 different sites could in practice
not be removed, because the same site also included (probably under a different conﬁguration) ﬁles
that were identiﬁed as required. The remaining 2,040 include directives could be safely removed.
The processing took 330 CPU minutes on a 1.8GHz AMD-64 machine and required 1.5GB of RAM.
We published a list of the corresponding changes, and discussed with other FreeBSD developers the
possibility of committing them to the system’s source code repository. We backed off after developers
pointed out that the ﬁles from which the include directives were automatically removed violated
various style guidelines. Problems included consecutive blank lines and empty blocks of preprocessor
conditionals. Thus, it turned out that, although our approach can identify unneeded include directives,
their automatic removal is not entirely trivial.
Finally, we also applied our approachon proprietaryproductioncode. We processed an architectural
CAD project that is under active development since 1989 [24, 25]. At the time the project consisted
of 231 ﬁles (292,000 lines of code), containing 5,249 include directives. Following CScout’s analysis
765 include directives from 178 ﬁles were identiﬁed as superﬂuously included and were removed.The
application was subsequently compiled, tested without a single problem, and is currently in production
use by thousands of clients.
3.2. Discussion of the Results
The substantial number of unused header ﬁles in large systems requires some explanation. It could be
attributed to the following reasons.
Removed code A developer removing code from a C ﬁle (or moving the code to another ﬁle) might
fail to remove the correspondingheader ﬁle include directives. This is to be expected, because a
single include directivemight serve multiple and different elements. It is difﬁcult for a developer
to know when the last reference to a header ﬁle has been removed from a C ﬁle.
Moved header ﬁle deﬁnitions A developermovinga deﬁnition from one headerﬁle to another would
be hesitant to remove references to the ﬁrst header ﬁle from all the C ﬁles it appears in. First,
this would be a lot of work, as the header might appear in many C ﬁles, and, second, the header
might also be required for other elements it deﬁned.
Incomplete conﬁgurations As we are by no means acquainted with the sample programs we
examined,our analysis of them might involve conﬁgurations in which large parts of the program
functionality are not present. Header ﬁles reported as unused might in fact be required by code
that is conditionally compiled in speciﬁc conﬁgurations.
Disjoined conﬁgurations Arguably, the problem of incomplete conﬁgurations should not occur in
well-written code. If a given header is only required for a particular, conditionally-compiled,
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conﬁguration, then the header’s include directive should also be compiled only under the
correspondingconﬁguration.
To examine the dynamics of header ﬁle addition and removal, we went over 100,324 records of
modiﬁcationsthat were madeto the FreeBSD kerneltrunkoverthe last thirteenyears (from1994-05-24
to 2007-11-19). We examined differences between successive revisions, counting the number of code
lines and include directives that were added or removedin each revision. We found that header include
directives amounted to 1.50% of code lines added, but to 1.46% of code lines removed. Adjusting this
difference of 0.04% would amount to deleting another 548 include directives; a ﬁgure roughly equal in
magnitude to the extraneous header include directives we found. This ﬁnding may suggest that when
removing code developers fail to remove the correspondingheader include directives.
In addition, to examine the effect of incomplete and disjoined conﬁgurations we associated with
each ﬁle containing unneeded include directives the number of lines that were not processed in that
ﬁle due to conditional compilation directives. We could therefore establish the number of unneeded
header include directives located in ﬁles that were fully processed. The results appear in Table I on
the row titled “... in f.p. ﬁles”. These numbers establish a lower bound on the number of headers that
can be removed: more headers could be candidates for removal if processing additional conﬁgurations
didn’t reveal that these headers were required, after all. The numbers could also explain a part of the
large number of unneeded include directives we found: about half of the unneeded headers may be an
artifact of disjoined conﬁgurations.
3.3. Dealing with Multiple Conﬁgurations
In order to determine how processing the same ﬁles under multiple conﬁgurations increases the
code coverage, we processed the FreeBSD kernel (HEAD as of 2006-09-18) under the seven different
combinations of the tier-1 (fully supported) architectures: i386, AMD64, and SPARC64. The results
appear in Figure 2. Each node indicates the conﬁguration(s) that were processed, the corresponding
total lines of code (in millions), and the code coverage as a percentage of the total code. The lowest
amounts of code coverage occur in the case where a single architecture is processed. When two
architectures are processed together (there are three such combinations in our example) the achieved
code coverage is greater, even though the number of lines processed is higher than those processed
for each of the two architectures. Finally, the greatest code coverage (appearing in the node at middle
of the ﬁgure) is achieved when all three architectures are processed as a single conﬁguration. Further
increases in code coverage could be achieved by processing additional conﬁgurations.
4. Discussion and Possible Extensions
The application of the approach we have described appears to provide results that are both accurate
and useful. Its requirements in terms of memory and CPU time may preclude its integration in a typical
compilecycle,but easily allow its periodicapplicationovera code base as a quality assurancemeasure.
Although the results obtained from this method are sound (removing the ﬁles reported as needlessly
included will always result in a correct compilation for the speciﬁed conﬁguration), they are not
complete.
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Figure 2. Processing more conﬁgurations yields increased code coverage.
First ofall duplicatemacrodeﬁnitionsor objectdeclarationsoccurringin differentincludedﬁles will
result in marking as required more ﬁles than are strictly necessary. This problem can be compounded
when a forward declaration of a structure appears after its complete declaration. If at all subsequent
points only the incomplete structure declaration is required, our approach will fail to detect this, and
will mark as required the header ﬁle containing the complete structure declarations and all header ﬁles
that the complete structure declaration requires.
Furthermore, our method will mark as required, through the Rp relation, header ﬁles containing
code. In modern systems the trend is for header ﬁles to deﬁne static inline functions for elements
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that in the past were deﬁned through preprocessor macros, and rely on the compiler to optimize these
functions away when they are not used. Such ﬁles will be marked as required through the Rp relation.
The deﬁnition of the Rp relation could be amended to take into account only code and data that is
actually exported by the compilation unit, but implementing this functionality is not trivial.
In addition, our method does not take into account different ﬁles, not present in the original set of
included ﬁles, but part of the processed source code base, that if suitably included might result in an
optimal (in e.g. terms of namespace pollution) set of included ﬁles. For instance, a source code base
might have a small header ﬁle containing only incomplete structure declarations, and a larger header
ﬁle containing the full structure declarations. If the small header is not included in a given compilation
unit, our method will not suggest that the larger header ﬁle include directive can be removed.
Finally, our approach may fail in pathological cases where parts of a single syntactical element (for
example a structure or function deﬁnition, or even a single statement) span various ﬁles. For instance,
one could place each C keywordin a separate ﬁle (while.h, if.h, else.h, etc.) and include that ﬁle instead
of writing the keyword. Fixing this requires changing the deﬁnition of the relations to include all the
ﬁles from which the tokens comprising an element being deﬁned come from, rather than just the token
of the identiﬁer being deﬁned.
Although the approach we have described works for the traditional style of C code, modern
compilers and style guidelines are moving toward a slightly different direction. The complexity of
current C++ header ﬁles is changing the way header ﬁles are being used. Traditionally programmers
were advised to avoid nesting header includes [26]. In contrast, modern style guidelines require each
included ﬁle to be self-sufﬁcient (compile on its own) by including all the requisite header ﬁles [27,
p. 42]. Header ﬁles in turn should be protected against being processed multiple times by so-called
internalincludeguards.Thatis, thecontentsofeachheaderﬁle areplacedina blocklikethe following.
#ifndef FILE H INCLUDED
#deﬁne FILE H INCLUDED
...
#endif
Modern compilers can recognize this idiom and avoid even opening the ﬁle after processing it for
the ﬁrst time. Under such a style regime, our approach would have to be modiﬁed to treat each header
ﬁle as a potentially standalone compilation unit. The relations we described in Section 2.2 would still
be required, but the inference for deciding which ﬁles to include would have to be modiﬁed to match
this style’s guidelines.
Clearly, including the correct headers is far from trivial, and programmersneed all the help tools can
provide them.
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